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Abstract
in this paper we propose the Weibull-NegativeBinomial (WNB) distribution under latent failure causes
with randomized activation scheme. The proposed model is general by assuming a latent activation
structure to explain the occurrence of an event of interest, where the number of competing causes are
rnodeled by negative binomial distribution while the competitive causes may have different activation
mechanisms, namely. first, random and last ones. Moreover, we derive some standard properties of the
WNB distribution and discuss inference via the maximum likelihood approach. The WNB distribution
generalizes various usual lifetime distributions, but particularly the extended Weibull—Geometric distri-
bution introduced by Barreto-Souza et al. (2011), when the first activation scheme is considered, and
the exponential—Poisson lifetime distribution proposed by Gancho et al. (2011), when the last activation
scheme is considered. A misspecification simulation study comparing the proposed model in the pres-
ence of different activation schemes with the usual Weibull distribution is performed. Application of the
proposed model in two sets of real data illustrates its flexibility.
Keywords: Keywords: Weibull distribution; Negative—Binomialdistribution; hazard function;

maximum likelihood estimation; Survival analysis.

] . Introduction

The Weibull distribution is one of the most widely used distributions for modeling the ]ifetimes data
It is used to model various type of lifetime data with monotone failure rates. however it is not useful to
model lifetime data in the presence of bathtubvshaped and unimodal failure rates. which are common
in lifetime studies. In order to accommodate such a type of failure rates. various distributions have
been proposed in the literature to extend the Weibull distribution. The Weibull-Exponentiated (WE)
distribution introduced by Mudholkar& Srivastava (1993), which presents unimodal hazard function, the
extendedWeibull distribution proposed by Xie et aL (2002) and the modified Weibull (MW) distribution
introduced by Lai et al. (2003) have hazard functions in the form of bathtub. Moreover, Silva et al.
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(2010) discussed the modified Beta»Weibull distribution which generalizes MW, WE and Beta—Weibull
distribution introduced by Famoye et al. (2005). The hazard function of these distributions have monotone
decreasingand unimodal forms.

Recently Barreto—Souza et al. (2011) proposedWeibull-Geométrica(WG) distribution obtained from
composition ofWeibull distribution and Geometricdistribution, in a competitive causes (or risks) scenario
(Basu & Klein (1982)), where only the minimum lifetime was observed, that is only a single cause being
activated. This distribution generalizesthe Geometric Exponential extended (GEE) distribution proposed
by Adamidis et al. (2005), Geometric Exponential (GE) distribution introduced by Adamidis & Loukas
(1998) and Weibull distribution. The hazard function of WG distribution has forms more general and it
is useful to modeling data with unimodal failure rate.

In this paper we introduce the Weibull—NegativeBinomial (WNB) distribution which is general by

assuminga latent activation structure to explain the occurrenceof an event of interest, where the number
of competing causes are modeled by a negative binomial distribution and the competitive causes may
have different activation mechanisms. We derive some standard properties of this new distribution,
and inferences via the maximum likelihood framework. The proposed distribution includes as particular
cases the models proposed by Adamidis& Loukas (1998), Kus (2007), Barreto-Souza et al. (2011), Roman
et al. (2011) e Cancho et at. (2011), moreover the WNB distribution is very flexible and can accommodate
lifetime data with hazard function which has no monotone forms, such as bathtub and unimodal.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the new distribution and plot its
probability density function (pdf) and we derive some structural properties of this distribution. In Section
3 we study the inferential procedure based on the likelihood method, The results of a misspecif-ication
simulation study comparing the proposed model in the presence of two different activation schemes with
the usual Weibull distribution is presented in Section 4. The new distribution is illustrated in Section 5

by considering two sets of real data. Finally we concludes the paper in Section 6,

2. The Model

For en individual in a population, let M denote the unobservablenumber of causes of the event of the
interest (number of latent factors) for such a individual. Assume M is a discrete random variable taken
to have a zero truncated Binomial Negative distribution with parameters 7] and 9, has probability mass
function (pmf) given by

_F(n”'+m) nº '"
_.,,(_ ,,, **

pm— ”Mm, (HW) (1+n9) '1 (HUB) ") . (1)

rn = l,2,..., for 9 > 0. 1] Z —1, and 17 > —l/0, so that ElM] : CW and Var[M] :
”eªw-gvoª+0ª+eggi+gagªm

(l-(H—nºl' ") '

The time of the cause to produce the event of interest (latent event times) is denoted by Tj. j = 1, «. M,.
We assume that, T,,T2,... are independent of M and 'I", are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.). The lifetime observed can be define by the random variable Y : T(R),R = l,»-- ,M, where
T0) 5 5 TiM) are the ordered T:, and R is dependent of M. Thus, R is a threshold variable, which,
in many biological process, denotes the resistance factor of the immune system of the individual. For



instance. when the cancer relapses, the random variable Y has the value given by the T(R)- It can be
lixed as constant, & function of Nl or even be treated as random by specifying & conditional distribution
for RIN,

In this paper we deal with three specified cases for R. First. we assume that given, the conditional
distribution of R is uniform ou 1,2, — « « ,M (rªndom activation scheme). Under this setup, the distribution
function for Y given M = m and E = r, is given by

m

Mwm = PB” 5: yIM = 171, R = T] =E (?> (G(y))j(1 = O(a))“ªv (2)
j=r

Moreover, we can demonstrate that the marginal distribution function of Y is given by
oo m

minimo) = EE PlTiR,g,.M=m_R=,1PiR = TIM = mlPlM = ml (a)
M:] T:!

= 1— ): [Dm —1)B(r.m,c(y>)];;—P[M = ml (4)
m=1 r=0

1— (1 — Gun) 2 pm = em,
m:]

II

where B(z,m,G(y)) is the probability mass function (pmg) of the binomial distribution with parameters
rn and G(y), and P(M = m] is given in 1. In this case, the distribution function of Y is the same the
distribution of latent rendem variable TJls.

If we consider R = 7' (âxed), then the marginal distribution of Y is given by

ºº ªº m _ 1 cm
P(y) = E !B(G(y);r,m— r+ Up". = E m ] «L'-ªn - “)“—“dum", (5)

m=l m=l T — 1 º

wliere IB(1; a. &) is incompleta beta function and pm = P[M = ml is given in (1).
As a second setup, we consider the so—celled first ªctivation scheme by supposing that the event of

interest happens due to any one of these causes (latent events). Therefore, for R = ), conditional upon
M, Y = T“) : mianl, , .. ,TM), In this case, the marginal distribution of Y in (5) is given by

1 — (1 + nºCv'(i/))"/rl
1—(1+n9)—1/fl ' y>º' (6)anÚl) :

From (6) the density function is W_ (7)faraº!) =
1 _ (1 + 9104”

Considering (6) and (7), the surviving and hazard function of Y are given

(l+3nG(y))_1/"-(1+971)“V” (8)Samu!) = 1_ (1 + ºnlºl/ª ,

ªnd
agem + 9nG(y))“U/n+1)hmm :WWW/7 (9)
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As a third setup. we consider the so-called last activation scheme by assuming that the event of
interest happens after all the M causes have been reached, This implies R : M and Y = TU) =
mazíTl, - -- ,TM). The marginal distribution of Y in (5) is given by

(1 +n9- neem—W — (1 +n9)““"Fri,-«y) = 1—(1+n9)*1/" , y > o. (10)

The correspondingdensity function is given

9 1+9 176 "(l/"“)
flww) : f(y)( n( (W))

. (“>1— (1+011)'ª/"

Considering (10) e (11), the surviving and hazard function of Y are given by

1— (1+9n(1 — G(y))>"/"smi/) : 1_ (1 +0m-r/rl . (12)

and

h ( )—W 13um 3! “ 1—(1+97](1—G(y)))—1/n
- ( >

The following proposition shows the relationshipbetween the distribution functionsF'mndºm(y), Pr,,”(y)
and Finch/)-

Proposition 2.1. Under conditions of the models (4), (6) and (10) for any distribution function GW),
we have Fr.-“M) S Frandom(y) £ Fama/) fºr ª” y > º-

_ 4/ . . , . . _ - , /v
Proa/, We know that Limãº—81124 is an increasmg function With respect to y, se lim mfWL!Il

rím,_ºl—-<1—+%%M : 1 — (1+n9)*1/'7, hence tºmªi-gªlª ; l _ (1 +en)—1/w, Vy, Soon,
_ '1/7 , . ,G(y) S% 1. e., Fãrstiy) Z Fundamml Slmllarly tº prºve Fiada/) S Famema/)- D

Note that by considering different choices for the distribution of latent random variables Tj's, new
families of distributions can be obtained. in this paper, we consider that the random variables (Tik—"1l

are independent and idcntically distributed (iid) follows the Weibull distribution WW,/X) with scale
parameter A > O, shape parameter & > 0 and density function is given

f(t) = atº'lexpM — m*). (14)

Thus, from (4) (6) and (10), we obtain the Weibull distribution (random activation), the WNB distri-
bution under first activation (WNB-FA) and the WNB distribution under last activation (WNB-LA).
respectively. The main features of distributions WNB—FA and WNB-LA are presented below,

2.1. The first activation scheme o] WNB distributzan

The non-negative random variable Y is said to have a WNB-FA distribution with parameter & =
(a.A.n,€) if its pdf is given by

ºyº” eXpM — yªeAHI + 7190 - exn(ªyªe*))l““/"*"9
family/ig) : 1_ (1 + fiº)—U"

“ (15)



Some special submodels of the WNB-FA distribution (15) are obtained as follows. For n = 1 lt leads
to the Weibull Geométrica distribution under the first activation (WG-FA) introduced by Barreto—Souza
et al. (2011). Por 7] —+ 0. we obtain, form (15), the Weibull Poisson distribution under the first activation.
For a = 1, we have the Exponential Negative Binomial distribution (BNB-FA), also when n = i. we
have the Exponential Geometric distribution (EG-FA) (Adamidis& Loukas (1998)). and when 17 —' 0. we
obtain the Exponential Poisson distribution (EP-FA)(Kus(2007)). Ehrthermore when 9 _. 0 the WNB
distribution (15) leads to the Weibull distribution (14). The WNB density functions are displayed in

Figure 1 with A = 0 for selected values the vector (ó = (01,6) and 17 = —1, —0.5, 0.01, 1.0 e 10,

ç=(o.5, 0.9) o=(1.o. 0.9)
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Figure 1: WNB density for selected parameter

Note that the pdf of the WNB«FA distribution given in (15) also can be written as

fama:) = E f(ylmmipm, (16)
m:].

where f(yim,a, A) = mayª") exp(A — meÃyª) has Weibull distribution with scale parameter A+ log(m),



shape parameter o, and pm was given in (1). So the WNB Cumulative distribution has the following
expression

oo

mam) = E P(ylm,a,A)pm, (17)
m=o

where F = (ylm,a, A) denotes the Weibull Cumulative function with the scale parameter A + log(m),
shape parameter a. Therefore we can obtain some of its mªthematical properties from those of the
Weibull distribution.

2.1.1. Pmperties o] the WNB distribution under first activation scheme
Let Y be & random variable having the WNB-FA distribution with parameter vector & = (tiempº).

The survival and hazard functions of Y are

(1 + nº(1 - EXP(-yºª*l))_“" “ (1 + ”º)—“"
1-(1+n9)-1/n ' ”º“ (18)Samu/; E) =

and
Gªyª—' exvº — yªe*)[1 + nº(1 — exp(—yªe*))l'ª“ª+"

(1+719(1— exp(—yºe*>)>—l/n—(1+n0)-W ' ª' > º' ”º)hªhª!.(yiE) :
respectively.

The hazard function (19) is decreasing for 0 < a 5 I and increasing for a > 1. However, for other
parameter values, it can take different forms Figura 2 illustrates some of the possible shapes of the
hazard function with A = 0 for selected values of the vector qt = (11,6) end 17 = —1.0, —0.5, 0.01. 1.0,
10.0. These plots show that the hazard function of the new distribution is much more flexible than the
WG-FA distribution,

2.1.2. Quantiles and moments
The quantiles q of the WNB-FA distribution are obtained by inverting the cumulative distribution

functions (cdf) and are given by

yá = c—'(————“”'º “nãº”” " 1),

ln particular, the median is ]]]/2 :Gªd,—4%), where G“1(y) = (— log(1 —— y)/e*)'/ª.
The kth ordinary moment of Y is given by

ao
#2! = EMM] = (<=-Wªr (% + 1) Z m-ª/ºpm (20)

"l.-'I

cªlº/ºm + 1)
= WMÃWWW (21)

m
where puta, 17, H) = Ex:, m-k/ªªã'f—llâfª (32%) < oo, indeed, it could be proved by ratio Criterion,
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Figure 2: WNB hazªrd function for selected pnrameter

As an special case. when k/a is positive rational, for a > 0 and lc in the positive integers, we can
rewriter the kth ordinary moment of Y as

aaªh/ºrb +1 1+n naE 'ª =__9__ __ .“"'[Y ]
(1 +n0)[(1 + ney/n - 11Fê+2-â+l([l' '1'

1,
]” [º, “21'1+n0)

where F,,_.,(n,d.A) is the generalized hypergeometric function. This function is Also know as Barnes's
extended hypergeometric function. The definition of FM(n, d, A) is

ºº » ?:,r(n.+/c)r-l(n.-)FP—ºiºvª'*>-ãmrr<—dim*
where n = [m, - .. ,np], p is the number of the operands of n, d = [dl,cdots.dq] and q is the number
of the operands of d. Generalized hypergeometric function is quickly and readily available in standard
softwares such as Maple. Further the value of series «;(k. a.n,9) can be obtained by the Maple software
Loo,



Various closed form expressions can be obtained from (20) as particular cases. The central moments
#, and the cumulates (ns) of the Y are easily ºbtained from the ordinary moments by

P 9—1
p , , , p — 1 ,WX ufpr? ªnd np = lt, *z Krupª

T=º r r=l T _ 1

respectively. The skewness and kurtosis measures can be obtained from the classical relationships involv-
ing cumulates: Skewness(Y) : m/nª/º and Kurtosis(Y) : N.;/nã. Table 2.1.2 presents the ordinary
moments, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the WNB-FA distribution for A = 0, a : 0.5,1.0,1.ã, and
9 = 0.9.

Table 1: Ordinary moments, Variance, Skewness and Kurtosis of the WNBvFA distribution for A = O. a : 05 and B = 0.9

a n=0.01 17=1 n=2 n=5 11:10
0.5 k = 1 0.823 0.575 0.447 0.274 0.170

[: = 2 9.001 6.180 4.767 2.892 1.778
k = 3 264.057 180.891 l39.402 84.461 51.896
k = 4 14707.132 10071039 7759 992 4700.2397 2888180
Variance 8.323 5.850 4.567 2816 1,749
Skewness 10.117 12.059 13.645 17.376 22.053
Kurtosis 200.249 282.506 360.321 581 . 168 932.944

1.0 k = 1 0.466 0.338 0.268 0.170 0.108
k : 2 0.823 0.575 0.447 0.274 0.170
k = 3 2.320 1.600 1.237 0.752 0463
[c = 4 9.001 6.180 4.767 2.892 1.778
Variance 0.606 0.461 0.375 0.245 0.158
Skewness 2.910 3.499 3.983 5.117 6.528
Kurtosis 15.282 20.592 25.695 40.280 63.560

1.5 Ic =1 0.448 0.333 0.268 0.175 0113
= 2 0.527 0.376 0.296 0.185 0.116

k = 3 0.823 0.575 0.447 0.274 0.170
k = 4 1.576 1.091 0.844 0.514 0.317
Variance 0.326 0.265 0.224 0.154 0.103
Skewness 1.579 2.008 2.343 3.116 4.051
Kurtosis 5.784 7.658 9.518 14.905 23517

2.1.3. Moment Generation Function
The moment generating function (mgf) Ma,-sc“) = Enrstlexp(tY)] follows from the power series ex-

pansion for the exponential function and (16) as

Msm“) : ªp.. gªiºlª—“lªra + —) (22)

If the parameter & is assumed to be &. rational number, expressed as k : p/q where p e q are integer,
then this expression (36) can be evaluated analytical with t replace by —t, on finds

pa—l/2q1/2 1—0 «x zºn
mªn zu p

º
q

:Mªnzi);)ª"'(—q—Ií/QÉJQHHP
, __i—

. , - ,
(mªra—wºw)



where G is the Meijer G-function defined by

G,," .--- nifªr()b]+tni=r('(lua) () -,M : =2_7r- t) F : dt.
1" ' bl! 1 LHJ=n+lr(ª] + )l-l]==m+l (1 —bJ _ :)

2.1.4. Order Statistic
The density function fé:-(9) of the ith order statistic for i = 1, — .. ,n corresponding to the random

variable Y; ,
— .. , Y,. following the WNB-FA distribution, can be written as

finº/l =WMMZLC)(1)J'[1_F(y)]n+j-1'
where f(y) is given in (15), P(y) is its cdj and B(a, b) = F(a+b)/(F(a)l“(b)) is the beta function. Setting
u = exp(—yªe*).we can write from (16) and (17),

j' ae'l oo i—l
1, 1 no "+]—1

. =_ a—l "" - _ ] [(IMG/) B(iyn_i+l)m2=:lmpmy u ;( ]. )( 1) (ª?! m) .

Throughout an equation of Gradshtey and Ryzhik for & power series raised to & positive integer j,
(x=

'
1 (x)

1(z aii/*) = E ªiii/'» (23)
i=0 i=0

whose coeflicients lef = (ing)"l ):":ij — i + m)aijyi_m, where 07.0 : aá. Hence. consequently. the
coefl'lCíentS c“ can be obtained. Using this equation and combining its terms, we obtain

no i=1
fino) = ; Za(k.m,j)g(y(a, Mk), (24)

k,m=1J=O

'
— 1

where d)(k,TI1.j) = (1 . >%, g(yla,A,m,k) has Weibull distribution with scele param-
]

eter A + log(m + Ic), shape parameter or and Cj+n_1_k : [kp1]_lzf=l((n+j— 1)l— lc + l)c,,+j_1,k_ipi
with c,,+J_ , , = pw“ '. From the (37), the moments of the WNB-FA order statistic can be written
directly in terms of the Weibull moments as

6
“. “"e )Enleim] = kªlwâ +02W (25)

We can Cºmpute the moments of the WNB order statistic by the equation (25) or by numerical integration,
The moments, variance, skewness ªnd kurtosis of the WNB-FA order statistics listed in Table 2 for for

A=0,n= l.5,n=2.9=0.9n=53nds=3.
2.1.5. Entropy

The entropy of the random variªble Y with density f(y) is & measure of variation of the uncertainty.
Rényi entropy is defined by

1

, logU f(yvayl . (26)
— p

9

IMP) =



Table 2: Moments. Variªnce, Skewnm And Kunosis of the WNB-FA stªtistic for A = O, a : 1,5,q = 2, 0 = 0.9 7: = 5 and
; : 3

Order statistic les 55 Y“, Y“, YM
k = 1 0.1931 0.2083 0.1157 0.0344 0.0044
k = 2 0.0573 0.0837 0.0563 0.0192 0.0027
[: = 3 0.0228 0.0411 0.0320 0.0122 0.0019
!: = 4 00113 00239 00209 0.0087 0.0014
Variance 0.0201 0.0403 0,0429 00180 00027
Skewness 1.3920 0.8514 1.7533 4.2564 13.2347
Kurcosis 5.8919 3.559? 5.4621 22.0399 195.5169

where f(y) is the pdf of the Y, ;) > 0 and p 76 0. For & random variable Y with a WNB-FA distribution,
using the Taylor series for [1 + n9(1 —— eªu—“U"“) and (1 — e“)'º, we have

/Í5r5u(y)”dy : (——1-(1+º,,9)_.,n)ºªº" exp (à(p- l)) rm) Í% (”“/" + ;) + 'º + ]) ('º +? 1) ,

:.k=o
(27)

where A : Pªgu. So from (26) and (27), the entropy of the WNB-FA is given

= —í(—)()[(——)J
log [ª T,,+ giâªw (pH/n); k + 1) (:= + Í + l)] %,

2.2. The last activation scheme of WNB distribution
The non-negative random variable Y is said to have & WNB—LA distribution with parameter & : (a,A,n,8)

if its pd] is given by
enBGyG-le-(Bv)ª(l + "ge—mv)“ )'l-l/'7fiu-(wi) =+.l — (1 + nº) "

where £ = (Ammª). The WNB-LA density functions a.re displayed in Figure 3 for selected vªlues the vector
«& = (11,01.8) and » : —l.0, —0.5. 0.01, 1.0 and 10.

Note that the pdf of the WNB—LA distribution given in (28) em also be written as

y > 0, (28)

mm:) = E) f(vlmmMpm. (29)
m:!

where f(ylm,a,/X) : nmyª" exp(). — yºe*)(1 -— exp(—yªe*))"'”'. So the WNB-LA cumulatíve distribution has
expression given by

on
Mut-(1135) = E (1 — eXp(—yªe*))'“pm— (30)

m=u
Therefore we cªn obtain some of its mathematical properties from those of the Weibuil disvribution.

22,1, Properties of the WNB distribution under last Activation scheme
Let Y be & random variable having the WNB-LAdistribution with parameter vector £ : (Banhº). The cdf

of Y is given by a
(1 + ngeAU-ºv) )-l/'l _ (1+ng)-1/'lFim(1/;€)=w. 1; > 0. (31)

10
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Figure 3: WNB density for selected parameter

The survivªl and hazard functions of X ate

1_ 1+ º mm” »v»
SlwWií) =%' 11 > º- (32)

and
gªguvu—leáªv)“(1 + nee—(Bv)ª)—lvl/n

mma/x) == 1_ (1 + ”BE-(BV,.,)_,,,, , 11 > 0. (33)

The hazard function (19) is decreasing for 0 < 9 5 0.5 and lncreming for 9 > 0.5. However, for other parameter
values, it. can Lake dilTerenL forms. Figura 2 illustrates some of the possible shaps of the hazard function for
selected values of the vector <b : (541,0) and 1) = —l.0, ——0.5, 0.01. 1.0, 10.0.

2.2.2, Quantiles and moments
The quantiles q of the WNB distribution is obtained by inverting Equation (31) to give

yl : Bªl lºg (“ª + “ ”ºlª/"(1 - q))'" — uma)")ll lilº.

11
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Figure 4: WNB hazard function for selected pornmeter

In particular. the medinn is given by

1 ,. | 1 —l/r1 —n ri " "º
vor» =º log [(5+5(1+710) ) “ 1](Ylº) «

The kth ordinary moment of Y is given by
oo

E...:[Y'º] = alª“ Z mg(k-a.£i.m)pm; (34)
m=i

where g(k,a,17,0) = jºªº y'ª+ª“'eª(º")"(l — (””)")m'ldy. Hom the function (28) And using the exprasion
Taylor serie; the expression (34) also can be written as

E..-LM] = P(ofl + : - nexpwz — s — erª)) É: É (m;1)(-1)*m(k + 1)-<'-'*ª“'>p,,.. (35)
m:] k=0

Various expression: such as mean, variance. skewuess and kurtosis can be obtained numerically by some
mathematical software from (20), such as the Maple. Table 2.2.2 presents the ordinary moments. variance,
skewness and kurcosis of the WNB—LA distribution for A = D, a = 0.5. 10, 1.5. and 9 = 0.9.
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Table 3: Ordinary moments, Variance, Skewness and Kurtosís of the WNB-LA distribution fox A = 0. a = 05.111,15, and
9 = 0.9

a n=0.01 n=l n=2 11=5 77:10
0.5 k = 1 3.240 3.009 2.832 2.470 2.112

]: = 2 42.042 41.111 40.301 38.357 35.993
k = 3 1287.034 1279.027 1271536 1251677 1223533
k=4 72448553 72329404 72212850 71886022 71343334
Variance 31.544 32.059 32.281 32.253 31.531
Skewness 5.342 5.302 5314 5.446 5.729
Kurtosis 58.377 57.331 57.152 58.455 62.271

1.0 I: = 1 0.731 0.642 0.580 0.468 0.370
): = 2 1.620 1.504 1.416 1.235 1.056
1: = 3 5.119 4.912 4.742 4.362 3.940
k = 4 21.021 20.555 20.151 19.178 17996
Variªnce 1.086 1.092 1.079 1.016 0.919
Skewness 2.074 2.228 2.379 2.764 3.256
Kurtosis 8.815 9.348 10.015 12.094 15.356

1.5 lc = 1 0.417 0.357 0.317 0.247 0.189
]: = 2 0.605 0.543 0.499 0.414 0.337
Ic : 3 1.080 1.003 0.944 0.823 0.704
Ic = 4 2.251 2.141 2.052 1.859 1.652
Variance 0.432 0.416 0.399 0.353 0.302
Skewness 1.651 1.909 2.120 2.603 3.177
Kurtosis 5.320 6216 7.089 9.501 13.063

2.2.8. Moment Generation Function
'l'he moment generatíng function (mg/') M(£) = E[exp(tY)] follows from the power series expansion for the

exponential function and (29),

Mun“) II ]» eXp(ty)f1-sm(y)dy (36)
o

É: É (m;; 1) ªªªm(-1)*vmy(v.ª-Ã.k.t).
m=1k=o

where g(y,a.).,k, !) = [ººº y'ª—l exp(—yªe*(lc+ 1) + ty)“.

22.4. Order Statistic
The density function fi;,.(y) of the nh order statistic for i = 1. » -- ,n corraponding to the random variable

Y!. ' ' - , Y,. following the WNB-LA distribution, can be written as

I' ( >=——I—f(y)É (“ 1) (—1)ª'[l — mmªº-'"" “ B(i,n—í+l) H j '

where [(y) is given in (lã. P(y) is its cd] and B(a,b) = P(a + b)](I'(a)F(b)) is the beta function. Setting
u : exp(—yºe*), we can write from (29) and (30).

1 cc)“ os
1 m 114 i—l ]

eo
k

"H"“
, =-_— º- “

, —l l— .My) Bam—nuªm?” « ;( ] )( ) ª" m
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Using the equation of Gradshtey And Ryzhik, we obtain
=o l=l [=D

fm) = E Z2o(k,m,j,z)g(uia,x,m.k), (37)
k,m=1j=0 aº

where 050%"!le = (1; 1) ("+-í — 1)Wªh—1, g(yla.A,m,k) has Weibull distribution with scale

parameter A +log(m+ I: — 1). shape parameter a and (2.4. : [kprr' a:](zm — Ic +m)c..k_mpm with c,,r : pf.From the (37). the moments of the WNB-LA order Statistic cun be written directly in terms of the Weibull
moments as

no i—l ao
: _ ªª(k.m.j. :)Eiurlyrml — *ª] ª);WW. (38)

We cªn compute the moments of the WNB—LA order statistic by the equation (38) or by numerical integration,
The moments, variance, skewnas and kurtosis of the WNB—LA order statistis listed in Table 4 for A = 0,
n=l.5.n=2.9=0.9.n=5ands=3.

Table 4: Moments. Variance, Skewnas and Kurtasis of the WNB-LA statistic for A = 0. a = l,5,17 = 2. 0 = 0.9, 71 = 5 and
a = 1!

Order statistic Yu Yu Y3:s Ym Yes.—s

k = 1 0.4672 0.4749 0.2518 (10721 00088
k = 2 0.3036 043993 0.2473 0.0789 0.0105
k = 3 02412 0.3799 0.2653 0.0924 0.0131
k = 4 02210 03987 03067 0.1149 0.0173
Variance 0.0853 0,1738 0.1839 00737 00104
Skewness 0,7868 0.3480 1.4006 3.8049 12.1347
Kurtosls 3.424? 2.1443 3.5915 16.7051 156.1324

2.2.5. Entram;
Hom (26) and (27), the entropy of a random variable Y with & WNB—FA is given by

[a(º) = àlplog(m€79)_q/ºa)+(P“1)(loga+âl+log[r(p(_a-_al)_+_l_>]

Iºglã(—I)k&1%:—1T5(pU/Z+U)H,

Figure 5 illustrats the surviving functions of the WNB-FA.WNB-LA and Weibull distributions, which shows
the flexibility afl'orded by our proposal.

3. Inference
Let y = (yhyz, , .. .yr.) be & random sample of the WNB-FA distribution with unknown parªmeter vector

E = (a. A,n,0). The log-likelihood function ( : [(£) is given by

:= nuog9+ioga+A—iog(1-(1+n9)ª/")]+(n-i)2 lºg yr—zª 2 y? — (% + 1)z iog[1+n9(i—exp(—u:'e*))]
(=]|:! !=)

(39)
The score function U(E) : (al/ômôl/ô/X, 68/61). «fil/89)T has components given by

at 11 " " "
-

—— = —+zlºgv1—eÃZy?lºgyx-(n+1)zººATlÍl.r,raº & í=l (=| x:!
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Figure 5: (a) Survival funcuon (b) Hazard function of the WNB—FA,WNB-LA ªnd Weibull distribution with the 13 = 0.8.

a: 1,5.1,=10e0=2.

32
É = n-CAZM— "+")âºeTf'àu
ô! nº(l+n0) V"log( l+779) ;
& = W+235 lºgª—0.0.4.0 1+;,3 9(To.o.x.o—TÉ.3,1,1)

6! _ " n(l+n0)_l/ª"“' (.)ã _ 5—WT7;_ (1+'Í)Z(To..,"nxoTao,,“
iz)

Whºre T;“)...pºr". = vfºUºsv-Y'U+nª(1—exr>_(—y?F-*)))exp(—mªeª)" fºr j,k ! m & (º l 2) ªnd i—_ 1
n The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) É of & can be numerically determined from the nonlinear equations
um = o

Por interval estimation and hypothesis tests on the parameter of WNB-FA model. we can obtain the 4 x 4
observed information matrix J,, = Jn(E) given by

Jan Jn; Jun Juª
JA;: JM JM JuJ" : J,,ª J"; J,," J.,a
Jo., Jar Ja,, Jn

where
,. n"'Juu = _? — EA 2114005110” + ('! '" Dºe“zMªfrª,) * 7797119)2 2.n)
!=) I:)

,. ,.
.

“Ja/X = —e*Z 11? lºgm — (n +1)ºe*Z ye<Tá,'3,1,1— “THM - nºe*TÃÍÍ.:.z),
i-sl :=!
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"
—Jun = -9(1] + UEAz y-[Táfàn— (77 + 1)0(T[,Il,2i '“ Ticha".

.=:

*Jao = -(U + UEA Zyl(Tá,li).l,l " ªº(Táli),2,"1 TDU1,21)
.*:i

vJu = —C*zy?—(Ú+I)BZCA(T1(:0)HI“CATálàHl)Án0(TID..2|—eTá'àH-zz

—J;u, = _ºªAZTràn —0(n+1)(TÍ'â.,-zi Ti:-3.2.2)-
i: 1

—J,w = "(Tl'HiºÃZTlº.,ll. nª(T““g“-zi Tzomv
1=l

nº“ "91030 + n9)i(1 + nº)“”(2n — 91050 + fiº)) — ªnl_] ='” nª[(hªnª))ª” — 11
+ nª[(1+n6')“" —1iª

,
+—,):e(n—1>(Tá,'à.,o- Táfâu.,)—21osTéf3,,(,o+(—1+l/nª)ªªZTÁÍâ.z,u 2Táfàwu+Táfáu

(=] (= 1

nª(fi(1+nº)ª'/"+l)log(l+nº . ,“J"” = WWW—(“"H—)5mg., 55":=]
1 "

.* .“º ('I + ;) Z Táxi,!»— 27310)“; 1 + 73,3ij
I:]

_J _ _1 + "(1 Harª/Mªlu+ n)(1 May/"(1 - (1 + way"") + 1]" ' ªº (1—(1+n9)'“")ª
n

+7l(7i + 1)z Táfàzn " 271%),2,1 + TAB,“-
(=x

Similarly, let y = (111.312. — « - ,yy.) be a random sample of the WNB-i.A distribution with unknown parameter
vector £ : (a, A, 11,9). The log—iikelihood function [ = [($ ) is given by

" n n

[= uliogâ+iogu+A—iog(l —(l+179)"/")]+(a— Dzbgm—eAZyÍ— (É, + 1) Zlogll+n9exp(—y,ºe*)]
ici u=| i=l

(40)
The score function U(5) = (al/8a.BNB/MBH 57], 61/89? hª components lªvª“ by

ae "
=

3; : E++21]DEVi—eEm lºg?/t+(77+1)zºexsã.)l.l,lº .=; |=l i=l
ô! .
57x : “Eªzy.“ +(1+n)29e*Sià,,

.=i
ae "ou + nº) “" loga + nº) - 1 - *

& =W + ªnl, lºg(si(),.&)) —l ,o) ' +? ”(sªum * Sªmu)

8! _ n n(l +n0)'1/"H (:> (I)a __ ? —W'(1+");(So,ª.l,D—SD,D.LI)

Where ST,, ,,", = y,“')”(iogy. ª(l + nºexp(—y,ª'e*))"exp(—y£'e*)'", for j,k,l,m & (0,1,2) and 1“ = l-A-n. n The
maximum likeiihood estimate (MLE) É de can be numerically determined from the nonlinear equations U(5) = 0.

Por interval estimation and hypothesis tests on the parameter of WNB-FA model, we can obtain the 4 >< 4
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observed information matrix J,. = J..(£) given by

Jªn Jªi Jay, Jua
Jiu J», JM; Ju.] =" Jun Jul Jª'! Juª
Jºª J“ Jo,, Ju

where

—Jaa = -;——ºzyi(lºEy-)2+('l+1)ºªnzyi(silâ..li+779511.z.z)a
x=l í=l

_,", = -egy." logy.— (“viviª-<(Sáªl1,f,,,—e*55iu+n0e Satã,“).

AJ... = —s<n+x)e*zy.-[Sáti,.. (n+1)º(Sá'i,,,.— Sinn
:=!

A
"

'"Jaº = “(”+ 1)? E?!!(Sátªdu “710651“ *Sgigznv

4» = —e*zyfª+(n+1)9ze (saum—esSiªàuh..)+na(8iàz,. —ve*Sátà..,z>.

“JM = 9232 553.1.) “ “"+ "(55321311 "Silumh
"

—m = (n+ m* 2523... — 110653,“ — Sitiº,.»
|=l

-J : n02 nõ log(1 + n0)[(1 + Umi/”(211 — 910g(1 + nº)) —— 277]

nn712(1(1+719)'“"-1] nªl(1+n9)“"—llº
n

n—g12 ”(71 _ 1)(s((Jl.lD.l.o' Sâ'à,,,l) _ 2log Sâtànm + (1 + UTI,)”:E Sátão» ”' 253%,“ + 55113231,

lx]

_ nº(WU + 179) "" +1)log(1+nº) <.)Jºª — nº((l +Wª)"'/”- l)º(1+r16) “ “mz_ Esº-Hªlº Sºº“

'97I+( %]")Z Sálàja * 253333 + Sol;)o,21,
e..

_J _ _1+ n(l+n9) (""”)Í(1+n)(l+nª)"”(l—(1+n9)"/")+ll” _ 07 (1-(1+na)—Vu)=
n

+TI(TI + "Z Sáfà,z,o “ 25.53.23 + 533,2,2'
i=l

Let. us consider the situation when the failure time Y in Section 2 is not completely observed «and it is
subject. to right. censoring. Let C denote a oensoring time. We define the failure time random variable given by
Z : mi'n(Y,C), such thªt, in & sample of size n, we then observe z.- : mín(yi.ci) and 6; = [(m 5 c.) is on
censor indicator, i.e., when &, = 1 il" 2.- is a failure time and 6; = 0 if it is right. censored. for i = I. « .. .n. Then
the likelihood function for the vector of parameters E = (o. A. 11,9) in the non—informative cemoring is given by

me) cx Hlf(z.;e)1ª-[5(z.;s)]“º- (41)
;x)

where ](-.5) and Shi) are density end survival distribution presented in Section 2.
Farm the likelihood function in (41), the maximum likelihood estimation of me parameter € can be obtained

by maximizing the log-likelihood function [(E) = logL(5;D) numerically using a common statistical softwªre.
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ln this paper the software R (see R Development Core Team 2009) was used to compute maximum likelihood
estimates Under suitable regularity conditions the asyrnptotic distribution of the maximum Iikelihood estimator
(MLB) É is & multivariate normal with the mean vector E and the covariancematrix which can be estimated by
(——âªl[(£)/965667)* evaluated at E= É The required second derivatlves are computed numerically.

'l'he likelihood ratio (LR) statistic is useful for comparing the WNB distribution with some of its special
sul:»models We consider the partition £-- (£, , 27) of the WNB distribution. where &, is a subset of parameters
of interest and & is a subset of the remaining parameters.» The LR statistic for testing the null hypothesis
Ho: 51:5(10 versus the alternative hypothesis Hr: £. # Elº) is given by w—*- 2(l(£) — [(O) where £ and E are
the MLES under the null and alternative hypothesis, respectively The statistic w is distributed asymptotically
(when n —— oo) has the distribution xi, where It'is the dimension of the subset of interest &. Dilferent models can
be compared penalizing overfitting by using the Akaike information criterion given by AIC- —2€(EÉ) + 2#(5)
and the Schwartz-Bayesian criterion given by SBC = =2[(€É)+ #(£)log(nn), where #(5) is the number ol' the
parameters. The model with the smallest value of anyone of these criteria (among all considered models) is
commonly taken as the preferred model for describing the given data set,

4. Simulation
We conducted a misspecification simulation study in order to comparing the proposed WNB model in the pres-

ence of the two different activation schemes, namelyWNB-FA and WNB-LA, with the usualWeibull distribution.
A failure time data was simulated from the quantile function of a distribution (via inversion method) with the
parameters a = 2. A = =3. 17 = IE) 0 = 50. The censoring time were generated from an uniform distribution (0, r].
where 'r controlled the proportion censored. In the simulation, we consider 0% and l0% of censored observations,
and we took the sample size to be n = 50. 100 and 200. For each configuration, we conducted 1. 000 replicstes and
then we Fitted the three models (WNB-FA.WNB-LAand Weibull) and calculate the survival function estimative
at the median point, its standard error (SE) and the square root of the mean square error (RMSE). Moreover, we
calculate the percentage of samples in which the generating distribution was indicated as the best one according to
the criteria AIC, evidentiating thatI by using a common comparison model measure, it is possible to discriminate
between the competitor distributions.

The Table show that percentage of samples in which the generating distribution was indicated as the best
model, according to the AIC criteria, increases as the sample size increases. It also happens when the sample
presents a percentage of censored observations. Moreover, the RMSE of the best distribution always were the
smallest comparing with the other distributions, as it can be observed in Table 4,

Table 5: percentage of samples in which the adjusted model was indicated as the best model according to the criteria AIC
0% of censored 10% of censored

Model N WNB-FA WNB-LÃ Weibull WNÉ-FÃ WNB-LA Weibull
WNB-FA 50 71.1 0.2 28.7 62.1 1.5 36.4

100 92.9 00 7,1 886 0.6 10.8
200 100.0 0.0 00 970 0.2 2.8

WNB-LA 50 0.1 60.9 39.0 0.4 53.0 46.6
100 0.0 84.7 15.3 0.0 8l.9 18.1
200 0.0 96.6 3.4 0.0 98.0 20

Weibull 50 5.5 7.2 87.3 1.0 12.0 87.0
100 1.7 98 88.5 3.3 8.1 88.6
200 0.0 0.0 100.0 4.4 5.8 89.8

5. Application
In this section. two sets of real data have been considered. The first set of data refer to the adult numbers

of Tribolmm con/naum cultured at 29ºC presented by Eugene et aLEugene et al. (2002). We fitted data with the
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Table 6: Estimative of the survival function at the median point. SE und RMSE
0% of censored 10% of censored

Model N Model S (ymed) SE RMSE S(ymd) SE RMSE
50 WNB-FA 0553 00426 00678 0580 00455 00918

WNB-FA WNB-LA 0.592 00531 04085 0621 00518 03799
Weibull 0.613 00362 03648 0639 00860 03386

100 WNB—FA 0.543 00300 00527 0572 00294 00778
WNB—LA 0.573 00444 04264 0.605 00418 03941
Weibull 0.601 00273 03764 0629 00248 03475

200 WNB—FA 0.515 00259 00239 0535 00272 00339
WNB—LA 0.519 00282 04860 0541 00381 04062
Weibull 0568 00246 04087 0618 00246 03387

WNB—LA 50 WNB—FA 0.469 00595 04702 0471 00593 04720
WNB—LA 0.525 00534 00591 0525 00566 00617
Weibull 0.472 00569 04519 0474 00576 04533

100 WNB-FA 0.460 00364 04583 0462 00402 04611
WNB-LA 0.515 00354 00385 0518 00386 00427
Weibull 0.460 00364 04372 0463 00400 04403

200 WNB-FA 0.455 00235 04529 0455 00267 04533
WNB-LA 0.512 00227 00255 0513 00256 00287
Weibuli 0.455 00235 04318 0.455 00267 04322

Weibull 50 WNB—FA 0.463 00618 03826 0470 00634 03901
WNB-LA 0.500 00631 04197 0506 00663 04142
Weibuli 0.480 00558 00593 0485 00589 00609

100 WNB—FA 0.472 00447 03890 0471 00440 03883
WNB-LA 0.502 00508 04160 0.500 00493 04174
Weibuli 0.479 00414 00464 0480 00409 00455

200 WNB—FA 0.446 00140 03608 0474 00314 03904
WNB-LA 0496 00260 04194 0496 00417 04214
Weibull 0.446 00140 00552 0478 00301 00372

proposed models (WNB—FA and WNB—LA) and its sub-models (WG—PA, WPVFA, WG-LAWP-LA and Weibuil),
the AIC and SBC values of the iitted models were compared among themselves. Moreover those values were
compared with the Kw-normal and Beta normªl distribution which were fitted by Cordeiro & Castro (2011) too,
According to the AIC and SBC criteria. the WNB-FA and WG-FA schemee outperform the remaining adjusted
distributions. but the WNB—FA stands out the best one.

The fitted models superimposed on the histogram and the empirical cumulative distribution function of the
data in Figure 6 reinforce the result in Table 5 for WNB-FA mode], The mean absolute deviation (MAD)
between the observed and expected frequenciu reaches the minimum value for the WNB-FA model. The MLES
and their stªndard errors in brackets of the parameters for the WNB-FAmodel are given by & = 6,159] (001915),
Ã : —33.747l. (010896), r”; = 2.7762 (003166) and 0 = 500055 (1.17701). We note that the standard errors of
estimates of the pªrameters&, )., 11 and 9 of the WNB-FA mode! are small.

Using the LR statistics to test the null hypothsis Ho: WG-FA, HD: WP-FA. Hu: Weibull against the
alternative hypothesis HI: WNB—FA is 9.698 (p — value : 0021), 73.890 (p — value < 0001) and 78.020
(1) < 0001) respectively. So choosing the usual significance level (5%), we reject both null hypothesee in favºr of
the WNB—FA distribution.

The second data set is obtained from Smith end Naylor (1987) represent the breaking strength of 1,5 cm glass
fibras. measured at the National Physical Laboratory. England. Unfortunately, the measurement units are not
given in the paper. The date set is given by: 0.55. 0.93. 1.25. 1.36. 1,49. 1.52, 1.58, 1.61. 1.64. 1.68, 1.73, 1.81.
2.074, 1.04, 127,1.39, 1.49, 1.53. 1.59.l.61.1.66,1.68. 1.76, 182. 201.017. 1.11. 1.28. 1.42. 1.5. 1.54,1.6. 1.62.
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Figure 6: The adjusted density and cumulativa distribution functions of the litted models superimpused on the histograrn
and the empirical Cumulative distribution function of the first dataset.

Table 7: AIC and SBC for adjusted models

Modelo Number of parameters ((E) AIC SBC
WNB-FA 4 -3566.1 71402 71583
WGáFA 3 .35709 71479 7161 .5
Beta normel 4 —3584.5 71769 7195.0
Kw-normal 4 —3584.7 71774 71955
WP—FA 3 436028 721 1.6 7225.1
Weibull 2 -3605.l 72142 72233
WG—LA 3 -3605.l 7216.l 7229.7
WP-LA 3 -3605.1 721642 72298
WNB—LA 4 -3605.1 72182 72363

1.66. 1.69, 1.76. 1.84. 2.24. 0.81, 1.13, 1.29, 1.48, 1.5, 1.55. 1.61, 1.62. 1.66. 1.7, 1.77, 1.84, 0.84, 1.24, 1.3, 148,
1.5l,l.55,l.61,1,63.l.67.1.7,1.78,1.89,

Recently, this set of data was adjusted to the Beta Generalizecl Exponentlal model introduced by Barreto-
Souza et al. (2010). Table 9 presents the logarithm of maximum likelihood estimates and the AIC and SEC values
of the adjusted models. According to the AIC, the particular caseWG under the last activation scheme (WG-LA)
stªnds out as the best one.

Using the LR stªtistim to test the null hypothesis Ho: WG-LA. HD: WP-LA Ho: Weibull against the
alternative hypothesis H,: WNB-LA is 1.305 (p—ualue = 0.253), 4.187 (p = 0.041) and 7.652 (p—ualue : 0.022)
respectively. So choosing the usual significance level (5%), the distribution and WNB-LA, WG-LA are not
significantly different from each other but the Weibull and WP-LA distributions are significantly different from
the WNB-LA. Figure 7 show the adjusted density and cumulativa distribution functions of the fitted models
superimposed on the histogram and the empirical Cumulative distribution function. relnforcing the Table 5 results.
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Tªble 8: Observed and expected frequencia of adult for Tmn/naum cultured at 29ªC and MAD between the frequscies
Expected

Adult number Observed Kw-normal Beta normal WG-FA WNBvFA
30 1 0.21 022 1,40 0.47
50 1 5.77 5.67 10.31 6.49
70 40 37.43 37.39 36.47 33.95
90 96 91.85 93.70 82.18 92.02
110 122 125.53 127.54 125.27 135.11
130 140 123.95 123.73 133.97 127.28
150 92 102.41 100.77 109.17 97.37
170 70 7595 74.30 75.33 69.42
190 44 52.00 50.97 47.89 48.43
210 38 33.18 32.80 29.42 33.22
230 25 19.80 19.86 17.75 21.98
250 13 11.06 11.32 10.44 13.46
270 4 5.79 6.08 5.80 7.09
290 1 2.84 3.08 2.90 286
310 1 1.31 1.47 1.21 0.75
330 2 0.56 0.66 0.38 0.10
Total 690 689.6 689.5 689.9 690
MAD 4.60 4.39 5.42 4.23

Tuble 9: Maximized log-likelihoods and AIC vªlue for the adjusced distributions.

Modelo Number of parameters f(E) AIC SBC
WNB-LA 4 -ll.4 30.8 39.3
WG—LA 3 -12.0 30.1 36.5
WP-LA 3 -13.5 329 39.4
Weibull 2 -15.2 34.4 38.7
WG-FA 3 45.2 36.4 43.0
WNB—FA 4 45.2 384 47.0
WP-FA 3 —15,2 36.4 42.9

Tªble 10: Parameters estimates for the models WNB—LA, WG-LA. WP—LA and Weibull
Modelo a A n 6

WNB-LA 2.00 1.02 2.25 13369
WG-LA 3.20 -0.36 — 15.64
WP—LA 4.48 -1.64 - 2.38
Weibull 5.78 -2.82 - -

6. Final commems
ln this paper we propose the WNB distribution under & latent activution structure, which generalize several

usual lifetime distributions. The flexibiliçy of the WNB distribution is readily seen when we consider its hazard
Íunction which can accommodate various shapes. We derive various stªndard mathematical properties of the
proposed model, which the expansion: for the moments having & closed form for some special cases. We used the
AIC. BSC and LR statistics (,o compare the WNB model with the its special submodel. Finally. we Htted the
WNB model to two real datasets to show the potentiality ol the new distribution.
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Figure 7: The adjusted density and cumulativa distribution functiom of the fitted models superimposed on the histogram
and the empirical Cumulative distribution function of the second dªtaset.
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